Jest
Soft Seating Collection

Pull up a seat with Jest, whether it be lounge, table, guest, or counter. All five chairs in the Jest collection have a tightly channeled cushion seat, creating a simple aesthetic while the woven textile adds a sophisticated value. By having a design that uses few parts to form many different seating combinations, the Jest collection works in a variety of settings.

friant.com/the-jest-collection
01 JEST LOUNGE
Make it easy to enjoy your next meeting with Jest.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 28 in.
Seat Width: 20.5 in.
Depth: 28 in.
List price: $2,150
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a wooden base.

02 JEST GUEST
It's simple wooden base inspires a light and airy feel for the workspace.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 23 in.
List price: $1,850
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a wooden base.

03 JEST COUNTER
It's lengthy base comes in white or metal with a tightly channeled cushion adding diversity to any environment.

Height: 38.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 20 in.
Seat Width: 16 in.
Depth: 19.5 in.
List price: $1,900
Sold in pairs
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a metal or white base.

04 JEST Y BASE
It's swivel Y-base adds motion and comfort encouraging an inviting place to sit.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 23 in.
List price: $2,800
Sold in pairs
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a metal base.

05 JEST TABLE
A simple metal base and tightly channeled cushion adds the right amount of sophistication to any space.

Height: 32.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 24 in.
Seat Width: 17.5 in.
Depth: 24.5 in.
List price: $2,100
Sold in pairs
Available in steel, dusk, or canary with a metal base.

COLOR OPTIONS
Canary  Dusk  Steel

QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE
Available to ship in 10 working days

friant.com/the-jest-collection
Hanno's timeless aesthetic and sleek metal frame inspires a modern look for collaborative environments. The Hanno sofa, loveseat, and chair create a place to come together and make guests feel like they're right at home. While focusing on community, its sharp silhouette and clean edges keep it sophisticated. Choose where and how to work with Hanno.

friant.com/the-hanno-collection
**01 HANNO SOFA**
Get together, away from your workstation, with the Hanno sofa.

- **Height:** 27 in.
- **Arm to Arm Width:** 69.5 in.
- **Seat Width:** 65 in.
- **Depth:** 27 in.
- **List price:** $4,700

Available in frost or navy with a black metal base.

---

**02 HANNO LOVESEAT**
Whether you’re welcoming guests or taking a break, set a change of pace with the Hanno Loveseat.

- **Height:** 271 in.
- **Arm to Arm Width:** 54 in.
- **Seat Width:** 50 in.
- **Depth:** 27 in.
- **List price:** $3,900

Available in frost or navy with a black metal base.

---

**03 HANNO CHAIR**
Greet your guests in style with Hanno’s sleek and sophisticated lounge chair.

- **Height:** 27 in.
- **Arm to Arm Width:** 30.5 in.
- **Seat Width:** 25 in.
- **Depth:** 27 in.
- **List price:** $2,400

Available in frost or navy with a black metal base.

---

**COLOR OPTIONS**

![Frost](#)  ![Navy](#)

**QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE**
Available to ship in 10 working days

[friant.com/the-hanno-collection](friant.com/the-hanno-collection)
POG II
Soft Seating Collection

Practical yet playful, Pog II encourages a soft spot to sit, work, and share. With the Pog II collection you have three surface sizes to choose from to create the environment you want. Wherever you go, Pog II can go with you.

friant.com/the-pog-ii-collection
01 POG II SMALL
Use this versatile stool to create space or collaborative hubs.

- **Height:** 17.5 in.
- **Width:** 15.5 in.
- **Depth:** 15.5 in.

**List price:** $1,000

Available in saffron, heather, or navy with a grey accent base.

02 POG II MEDIUM
Pog II Medium gives guests & employees an easy way to stay productive and comfortable, from anywhere in the workplace.

- **Height:** 16 in.
- **Width:** 24 in.
- **Depth:** 24 in.

**List price:** $1,400

Available in saffron, heather, or navy with a grey accent base.

03 POG II LARGE
Make it a seat, use it as a table, or kick your feet up. The large Pog II allows people to use it any way they choose.

- **Height:** 14.5 in.
- **Width:** 40 in.
- **Depth:** 40 in.

**List price:** $2,500

Available in saffron, heather, or navy with a grey accent base.

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- Saffron
- Heather
- Navy

**QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE**

- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- For more details visit friant.com/warranty
NIK
LOUNGE CHAIR & OTTOMAN

The Nik family makes a statement in any office with an elevated and modern design setting it apart from the other collections. Its slightly reclined, shell shape hugs you while its high back provides full support. Nik's felt textile offers a seamless feel adding to the modern look of this refined chair. The ottoman continues to create relaxation and functionality to deliver a premium experience. The Nik collection is where fun meets sophisticated.

friant.com/the-nik-collection
01 NIK CHAIR
Nik’s unique shape and elevated design instantly draws guests in when looking for a place to sit.

- Height: 38 in.
- Arm to Arm Width: 29 in.
- Seat Width: 19.5 in.
- Depth: 35 in.
- List price: $2,700

Available in smoke or charcoal with a metal base.

02 NIK OTTOMAN
Kick your feet up and continue your relaxation with the Nik ottoman.

- Height: 14 in.
- Width: 20.5 in.
- Depth: 20.5 in.
- List price: $1,050

Available in smoke or charcoal with a metal base.

COLOR OPTIONS
- Smoke
- Charcoal

QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE
Available to ship in 10 working days

friant.com/the-nik-collection
ANZA LOUNGE
CHAIR

Relax and revive while lounging in the Anza lounge chair. Its slightly sloped arms, and a deep-cushioned seat encourages comfort within your workspace. The felt textile creates a flawless look adding to the sophistication of the chair. Anza is sure to make people feel welcome in any reception or lounging environment.

friant.com/anza-lounge
ANZA LOUNGE CHAIR

Anza’s gracefully sloped arms and rounded eggshell back make guests feel right at home.

Height: 36.5 in.
Arm to Arm Width: 26 in.
Seat Width: 21.5 in.
Depth: 29 in.

List price: $3,700

Available in smoke and charcoal with black metal legs.

COLOR OPTIONS

QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE
Available to ship in 10 working days
Jot is our low profile collection, that boosts workplace engagement and offers a variety of ways to make your space inviting or more private. Its tapered metal legs and dramatic curves, provide all the comfort you’d expect. The sectionals 120-degree design enables you to arrange your workplace to your liking. Use our sectional to create open and vibrant workspaces, and use the high back sofa to give your employees the privacy they need. Either way, Jot is there for your lounging needs.

friant.com/the-jot-collection
**JOT COLLECTION**

**01 HIGH BACK DOUBLE**
- Height: 53 in.
- Arm to Arm Width: 60.5 in.
- Seat Width: 46 in.
- Depth: 29 in.
- List price: $5,400

Available in heather or navy with a metal base.

**02 JOT LOW BACK SINGLE**
- Height: 27 in.
- Arm to Arm Width: 38 in.
- Seat Width: 23 in.
- Depth: 30 in.
- List price: $2,400

Available in heather or navy with a metal base.

**03 JOT DOUBLE LEFT**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 357 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $2,850

Available in stone with a metal base.

**04 JOT DOUBLE MIDDLE**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 51 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $3,100

Available in stone with a metal base.

**05 JOT CORNER**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 34.5 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $2,400

Available in stone with a metal base.

**06 JOT SINGLE LEFT**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 30.5 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $2,250

Available in stone with a metal base.

**07 JOT SINGLE RIGHT**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 30.5 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $2,250

Available in stone with a metal base.

**08 JOT DOUBLE RIGHT**
- Height: 26 in.
- Width: 57 in.
- Depth: 28 in.
- List price: $2,850

Available in stone with a metal base.

**COLOR OPTIONS**
- Sectional: double high back & single low back
- Available to ship in 10 working days

**QUICKSHIP AVAILABLE**
- Available in heather or navy with a metal base.

 friant.com/the-jot-collection